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Background: The development of new GIM programs is  
recommended by Ken Bruscia (2002:313). Experience with the 
GIM-program “Atonement” by Martin Lawes (2006:20) has been 
a crucial encouragement for this project.

Aim: Designing and testing a new GIM program based on  
contemporary art music of the 20th and 21st centuries.

Method: A participatory action research project (Stige 2005)  
between Erik Christensen, musicologist with experience as a GIM 
client and extensive knowledge of contemporary music (M) and 
Ellen Thomasen, experienced GIM-therapist and trainer (T).

1. From a preliminary proposal for a new GIM-program by M, 
T selected two pieces as candidates for a GIM-program:
Messiaen: Garden of Love’s Sleep for orchestra, considered to be 
the core piece, and Pärt: Da Pacem Domine for choir.

2. On the basis of listening to several hundred pieces, M  
proposed a further selection of 30 pieces, primarily orchestral and 
choral music. Criteria: polyphony, musical space, repetition and  
variability, quality of performance.

3. After weeks of explorative listening, T selected 4 pieces to fit 
with Messiaen and Pärt. Criteria: fluid movement, gentle mood,  
similarity of texture and instrumentation, and a carefully planned 
succession ensuring continuity, favourable transitions, and a 
smooth program contour leading up to, into and away from the 
core piece.

 GIM-program to be tested: Present Moments (32’)

 1. Bela Bartok: An Evening in the Village (1931) 2’50
 2. John Corigliano: Voyage (1983) 8’00
 3. Olivier Messiaen: Garden of Love’s Sleep (1948) 10’30 
 4. John Tavener: Lament (1990) 2’15
 5. Arvo Pärt: Da pacem Domine (2004) 5’30
 6. Veljo Tormis: Wee Winkie Mouse, Lullaby (1970) 2’45

Clinical test: 
After having traveled to the program herself, T guided GIM- 
sessions with M and another experienced GIM-client (C), who had 
both, as preparation, travelled to the programs “Faith” by Bruscia 
(2002:570) and “Atonement” by Lawes. In continuation, T guid-
ed GIM-sessions using “Present Moments” with 5 other clients,  
including 2 inexperienced GIM-travellers.

Results:
”Present Moments” seems to have a high degree of coherence  
facilitating introspection and slowly unfolding visual imagery, 
which enhances deep body imagery and kinaesthetic sensations. 
Each piece has its distinct mood enabling the traveller to move 
gently forwards and backwards in time and space. The music has 
a gentle flow yet with a clear potential for transformation. The title 
is based on common characteristics in the traveller’s experience.

 Garden of Love’s Sleep: Theme

Brief description of the music: 
Prevailing in the first 4 pieces are slow melodies in clarinet and 
flute on a background of strings. Preferred scales are pentatonic,  
minor and “gypsy minor”. In the core piece by Messiaen, a  
repeated melody in strings unfolds extremely slowly. Together with 
counterpoints of flute and clarinet, gentle metal percussion and live-
ly birdsongs in piano, this melody creates a musical space allowing 
time to stand still. A similar feeling continues in the two final cho-
ral pieces, which are characterized by slow, repetitive melody and 
static harmony. 

Conclusion: 
”Present Moments” offers: A rich variety of special musical fea-
tures, colourful timbres and multimodal harmonies. 
Potential challenges: 1) Slow, almost static qualities in the music.  
2) An exotic musical soundscape.
Common features of travellers’ outcome: Moments of meeting (in-
cluding a variety of existential issues), centering, clarity, lightness, 
simplicity, opening towards new awareness of  “being here and 
now”, deep satisfaction. 
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   Heart Stone (C)
 

“Floating in the sea, gently anchored to the 
Heart Stone. Neglecting puny persons”

     Star-Sun (M)

“Round dance in the forest 
under the Star-Sun”

	 	 	 Butterfly’s	Eye	(T)

“Body suspended in 3 D space – comfort with
gravity – power in lightness – presence in distance”

Mandalas: 


